Academic Affairs Leadership Council Agenda  
October 18, 2018  
12:30 – 2:00 p.m.  
PUB#2

1. Functional Cost Tool – Amy Dicello
2. Bookstore update – Tyana Lange  
   a. OER—Donna Wilson
3. Academic / Enrollment Planning  
   a. Marketing existing Associates Degrees more aggressively in Lock Haven (AAS Healthcare Professions, AS Business Administration (two tracks), AA Criminal Justice); all but the AAS are transfer degrees, meaning they prepare students to enter baccalaureate programs, not terminal/career ready degrees. AA Sustainability Studies may need reorganized as it has not attracted students.
   b. Moving new degrees forward quickly at all levels for which there is evidence of a supply gap
   c. Marketing existing degrees more aggressively that are both among the top ten awarded in our region and also ones in which we could/should increase our market share (this should include converting some existing tracks to degree programs to increase visibility/marketability)
   d. Nursing  
      i. Expanding ASN to Lock Haven – pilot ten advanced standing from UPMC in spring 2019 and a new limited cohort in fall 2019
      ii. Expanding Nursing curriculum to include graduate degrees
      iii. Proposal to form a School of Nursing to help administer complex program on two campuses
4. Faculty line allocation
5. Celebration of Scholarship
6. Location of commencement?
7. Items from the floor?